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“Crack!”

Maen’s neck was bitten off.

“Maen!”

Tana’s eyes were bloodshot and her entire body was trembling in anger.

“You guys are going too far. How can you push the contestants towards the beast? You are trying to murder him on purpose!”

www

Deadie said, “You have wronged us. We didn’t kill him.”

“The rules of the game allow fighting. I just fought with him and accidentally kicked him in front of the lion. This is completely

unexpected.”

“It’s also his fault for being incapacitated than he was bitten to death by a lion.”

“If he is a little stronger, then he will bite the lion to death.”

Tana was so angry that her eyes almost split, but she had no way to deal with them.

The rules of the program itself were like this. As long as they were not photographed by the camera to deliberately kill or directly

kill someone, they could take advantage of the loophole to do whatever they wanted to harm others.

This had happened before.

Jebl held the katana and walked towards the fierce lion.

Animals could sense danger.

It felt that it might not be a match for this human and immediately retreated, planning to escape.

But Jebl quickly attacked.

Soon, the lion fell into a pool of blood.

It was directly cut in the throat.

Jebl’s strength was not to be underestimated.

Tana’s heart tightened.

Jebl was actually so powerful. Brielle was in danger!

Fukuyu: “Sir Jebl is really amazing. The beast is like a kitten in front of you. You must be the champion of this competition!”

Deadie: “If that Brielle knew Jebl’s true strength, she would definitely be scared shitless!”

Jebl raised his chin and said arrogantly. “It’s all settled. Let’s go.”

Fukuyu glanced at Tana and revealed a wretched smile. He walked in front of Jebl and whispered in his ear, “Sir Jebl, this

woman has a hot figure. I think… hehehe….

Deadie also had a malicious expression.

Jebl said to the drone, Turn off the shooting.”

The red dot ofthe drone’s camera immediately disappeared, proving that the shooting had been closed.

But the mechanical bee’s shooting continued.

This was an internal camera and would not be released for the public to see. Even if it was on, it did not matter.

“Thank you very much, Sir Jebl. Please go first!” Fukuyu said fawningly.

Jebl laughed sinisterly and said, “You guys go ahead and play. I want to save my energy to play with that arrogant Oscus

woman!”

Fukuyu said excitedly, “Thank you very much, Sir Jebl!”

He and Deadic walked toward Tana.

Tana stood up and punched at them angrily.

“You bastards, I will fight you to the death!”

Although Tana was very powerful, Fukuyu and Deadic had both won the championship. They had been training all these years,

and their strength was very strong.

Soon, they knocked down Tana.

“Pa!”

Fukuyu slapped Tana in the face and said angrily, “Bakayaro, it is your great honor to serve us. Don’t be ungrateful!”

Deadie also said, “That’s right, we saved you from the lion’s mouth, and then you are ours. We can play however we want!”

Tana was unwilling to be humiliated and wanted to bite her tongue to commit suicide.

But Fukuyu found it in time and grabbed her jaw first, dislocating her chin.

“Uh…”

Tana couldn’t even close her mouth as saliva flowed out from the corner of her mouth.

“You actually want to commit suicide? I won’t let you off even if you die!”

Deadie found a tree vine and tied Tana’s hands together with the tree roots.

Fukuyu couldn’t wait to start.

Deadie also excitedly reached out his hand to his trousers.

But when he inadvertently glanced at Fukuyu, he stopped.

His second brother‘ was a little smaller than Fukuyu’s, so it was better not to reveal it, lest he be laughed at.

However, it was useless for that thing to be too long and big. It would affect the health of the body instead. Helly’s men just

happened to have the perfect size. It was a perfect size.

But in order to not make the people of other countries feel inferior, they never said anything and never laughed at the people of

other countries.

Unlike the people of other countries, they always laughed at them.

Fukuyu quickly stood up and said to Deadie while tidying up, “Deadie, it’s your turn.”

Deadie deliberately showed a disgusted expression and said, “I don’t like this kind of strong woman. She’s like a man. I don’t

want to play anymore.”

Jebl turned to look at them. “If you’re done, hurry up and find a place to spend the night.”

The three of them left.

Tana’s chin was still dislocated, and her hands were tied.

They had no intention of helping her untie her.

They had deliberately tied her up, hoping that the beasts would find her and bite her to death.

By the river.
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After Brielle and Lov finished eating the grilled fish, the two of them lay on the grass to rest.

Suddenly, a scream came from about a hundred meters below them.

“Ah… Help!”

Brielle and Lov immediately sat up and looked down the river.

There were few trees by the river. With the moonlight in the sky, they could clearly see what was happening over there.

They saw two dark shadows attacking the four people who were staying down the river.

From the shape of the black shadow, one could vaguely tell that it was a leopard and a bear.

Not long after, another tiger rushed out of the forest and pounced on the others.

Brielle made a prompt decision and said, “Retreat!”

The two of them had a tacit understanding. They turned around and ran away from the crowd, trying to take advantage of the

fact that the beasts were delayed by the group of people to run a little further so that the beasts would not be able to find

them.

However, not far away they ran, a huge wolf jumped out of the forest and stood in front of them.

Brielle said angrily, “Fuck, a wolf dares to be so arrogant? Where did your confidence come from? Do you think fight two majestic

humans alone?”

Lov glanced at her.

Majestic?
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